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StoraXe
Industrial & Infrastructure
Scalable large-scale storage solutions
®
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StoraXe battery modules. Base modules
for industrial large-scale storage solutions.
Battery modules from ADS-TEC can be
adapted and scaled to many individual
requirements. Depending on voltage, power
and capacity requirements, the modules
are grouped together to form a powerful
battery system.
®

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure
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Storage Rack Controller SRC
Storage Rack Battery SRB
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Lithium-ion battery storage systems Industrial & Infrastructure
The StoraXe® Industrial & Infrastructure product portfolio addresses the area of larger systems
and infrastructures. Powers and storage capacities cover ranges from 100 kW / kWh to into the
multi-MW / MWh range.

ADS-TEC StoraXe® Industrial & Infrastructure Applications

What distinguishes ADS-TEC StoraXe® systems Added value

Limiting the power consumption from the public grid
• Proportional supply of dynamic loads from storage
• Fixed or dynamic limiting of the power consumption

Constantly high power
• Exceptionally high power and currents – e.g., continuous
3C rates over long periods

Limiting the feed-in power into the public grid
• With the help of the storage, the power fed into the grid can
be limited according to a dynamic trend or by a fixed value

Safety and quality
• Safety and formal certifications / standards have top priority.
This begins with the cell selection and continues with the modules
and the complete system
• All relevant battery parameters are documented throughout
the entire life cycle

Optimisation of personal consumption
• The self-produced energy is distributed over time with the aid
of the storage system in such a way that the desired percentage
of produced energy is directly consumed by oneself and is not
fed back into the grid
Grid services
• Power bank / local storage
• Frequency, voltage, power factor correction
• Primary and secondary control power
Emergency power and isolated function
• Black start capacity and network formation by the system
• Online UPS supply of consumers in the event of power failure

Data security and access protection
• ADS-TEC hardware firewall and router with a security concept
based on hardware certificates offer modern, recognised
and tamper-proof protection
• ADS-TEC IT is operated in German computer centres
Technology 100% made in Germany
• 100% depth of development and our own production site in Dresden
• More than 35 years of experience in system development and
production
Optimised battery management system
• EMS and BMS were fully developed in-house by ADS-TEC
Functions of the ADS-TEC Cloud Big-LinX®
• Interfaces for central control and connection of virtual power plants
• Monitoring and secure remote maintenance of StoraXe systems

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure Performance Features
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StoraXe Industrial & Infrastructure
Scalable lithium-ion storage solutions
®

StoraXe® Industrial & Infrastructure
Energy Storage Racks
• Scalable battery system
• Voltages can be determined from the number of
series-connected modules
• »Battery string« or »battery cluster« consisting of
several parallel strings
• Supplied as storage components or as a complete
system with power electronics (inverter)
• Optional: Design support and energy management
software

StoraXe® PowerBooster Compact outdoor
battery system in the distribution network
• Outdoor system as PowerBooster for supplying quick charging
stations for limited-power network connections
• Direct AC connection to distribution networks at 400 V level
• High power in compact design / easy to transport
• Complete system with battery, inverter, air conditioning,
energy management unit, security / firewall and communication
unit via mobile radio
• Open interfaces for individual adaptation (OSGi framework)
• Numerous application possibilities and fast IT integration

StoraXe® Industrial & Infrastructure Storage container solutions
• Scalable storage solution with up to 2.4 MWh and 1.8 MVA per container
• Individual design of the storage containers according to customer requirements
• Available as a standard 10, 20, 40 foot container or in special sizes
• Turnkey storage solution including inverter, transformer, climate control and
protective device
• Direct connection of the storage container to low or medium voltage
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The StoraXe system modules
The modular solution, from small to large
®

Battery systems made of individual modules Appropriately combined according to needs
At the core, the number and connection of the ADS-TEC battery modules determine the capacity
and power of the battery system. Scaling is performed in battery strings that consist of
battery modules connected in series. Depending on the required voltage level, fewer or more
modules are connected in series. ADS-TEC battery strings can be designed to up to 1,000 VDC.
In each string, an SRC string controller forms the termination. It contains the string BMS
and the DC safety shutdown. Communication with the inverter is performed via the ADS-TEC
slave protocol (MODBUS TCP).

EMM Energy Manager Module
If multiple battery strings are connected to one another in parallel
and are operated to increase capacity and power, the additional
Energy Manager is necessary. It links the individual parallel strings
into a complete battery and represents them as such to higherlevel systems.

SRC Storage Rack Controller
Each battery string is a group of battery modules connected in
series. Here, each string has a rack controller as a central unit.
The rack controller manages and monitors the subordinate battery
modules and communicates with the higher-level system unit
– e.g., an inverter or an Energy Management Module – via the
slave protocol (on the basis of Modbus TCP). In addition, the rack
controller features safety devices such as fuses and DC switches.
A string can be constructed out of modules connected in series
to a maximum of 1,000 VDC.

SRB Storage Rack Battery
The battery modules are the core element of a battery string.
They include the battery cells, which are connected in series or
in parallel depending on the system. Another important part
is the battery management system, which monitors all module
functions, accurately determines the SOC / SOH values and
communicates with the higher-level system units.
Battery modules can be connected in series to a maximum voltage
of 1,000 VDC per string.
The maximum continuous string current is limited to 300 A
per string.

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure StoraXe® – The System

StoraXe® Battery String
Each individual string consists of an
SRC string controller and multiple SRB
rack battery modules connected in
series. Modules can be connected in a
string to a maximum string voltage
of 1,000 VDC.
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StoraXe® Battery Cluster
For larger battery capacities, multiple strings can be connected in parallel
to form a battery cluster. The strings, each of which must contain the same
number of series-connected battery modules, are connected in parallel on
a common DC power rail.
The additional Energy Management Module EMM then represents the
cluster as a complete battery to the external control.

Max. voltage
1,000 VDC

DC power rail
Max. voltage
1,000 VDC
MODBUS TCP
Slave protocol

EMM
Energy
Manager
Modul
MODBUS TCP
Slave protocol

Ethernet
SRC string
controller

SRB Rack
Battery #1

SRB Rack
Battery #2
SRB Rack
Battery #3
SRB RackBattery #4

SRB Rack
Battery #n

Number of modules per string
Up to max. 1,000 VDC

String #1

String #2

String #3

String #m
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The StoraXe system modules
Mechanical concept
®

StoraXe® Battery Systems Mechanical integration in the respective environment
Battery strings are integrated in the form of various »stand alone« racks or in container solutions.
Here, the powerful temperature control devices are part of the mechanical structure.

600 mm

500 mm

StoraXe® Rack
The system, which is closed with doors, is suitable
for use in halls, service rooms or basements.
With lockable doors, the batteries are protected
against dirt and unauthorised access.
StoraXe® String Arrangement
Depending on the available room height and shape,
batteriy strings can be arranged mainly vertically
or horizontally.

StoraXe® Container System
Equipped as a complete system with inverter, switchgear and air conditioner, the container system is
ideally suited for use outdoors as an integrated complete system. Simple installation and quick
commissioning are thereby ensured.

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure Expertise and Experience
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Safety through expertise and experience
Technology and processes »made in Germany«

Safety of high-energy systems Tried, tested and trusted for generations
In extreme cases, high energy densities can always be released in an uncontrolled manner.
Nevertheless, gas, hydrogen and millions of mobile petrol tanks are an accepted part of our
day-to-day infrastructure.  We trust these »made in Germany« systems because research,
development, safety analyses, standards and continuous quality assurance have maximised
the benefits and minimised the risks. This process also applies for the battery storage
solutions from ads-tec.

Lithium-ion batteries Many years of experience
• Since 2004, ADS-TEC has been developing and
supplying intelligent lithium-ion batteries for the
automotive industry and medical technology
• The experience from more than 100,000 battery
packs in operation worldwide is the basis of
our continued development work
Final assembly, logistics and service Under one roof
• Key process steps of module assembly take place on automation lines developed by ads-tec for this purpose
• Final assembly and testing are monitored and documented
with the aid of »in-line« measurement methods and processes

100% depth of development Detailed expertise
• Development of everything from electronics, mechanics and
software to complete systems takes place in-house
• Self-developed cell bonding and cooling are the result of
years of research and development
• Multi-stage and redundant monitoring devices ensure safe
operation at module and system level

Quality and certification The basis of all high-end products
• System-guided development, production and testing processes
• Selected technologies from renowned cell manufacturers
• Extensive tests in in-house laboratory facilities
• Each cell is individually measured, tested and documented
automatically prior to installation
• Documentation of all relevant parameters throughout the
entire life cycle of the product
• External tests in accredited test laboratories
• Certification by renowned accredited testing laboratories,
such as the VDE
• Active involvement in standardisation bodies
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Energy Management System EMS
The internet of energy with Big-LinX

®

Big-LinX® Cloud solution for central and decentralised energy management From the
OFFLINE version of a decentralised individual system to complex, interconnected
ONLINE-coupled systems
With the ADS-TEC Big-LinX® platform, the energy management system can be scaled for any
application type. Recognised and highest IT security standards enable distributed energy
systems, swarm applications, the integration in virtual power plants and complex hybrid power
plants. Thanks to modern OSGi framework technology, applications can be executed locally
or centrally in the cloud. Various standard ADS-TEC apps provide the basis for common tasks
such as peak-shaving, self-consumption optimisation or emergency power. Individual applications
are easy to adapt on the platform.

Big-LinX® and local energy management system EMS
Energy apps for dynamic implementation of your personal
storage management
• Extensive possibilities for configuring and running
predefined energy apps according to requirements
• Arrangement of the energy apps incl. priority definition for
optimum control of the system operating mode on-site
• Operation via PC, tablet or smartphone
• Control of consumers and generating plants
• Interconnection solution for distributed storage systems

Big-LinX® Monitoring & Reporting Always be on guard
and know what's going on
• Monitoring and reporting around the clock,
365 days a year
• Notification via e-mail, text message or similar services
• Alarm and message system for critical system states
or predefined conditions
• Evaluations and statistics on results, processes and
summaries

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure Big-LinX®
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Big-LinX® Simulation The tool for system and plant design
• Statements about component scaling and system design
when considering an individual investment
• Simulation and calculation of individual issues such as
personal consumption rate, limiting of power consumption,
emergency-power supply, battery or PV system size under
different boundary conditions
• Integration of real or modelled load profiles and production
profiles

Big-LinX® Programming Implementation of
individual programs and business intelligence
• Your own individual programs can be created on
the basis of an OSGi framework. These may run
either in the cloud or decentrally in the controllers
of the battery systems
• Build your own »individual internet of energy«

Big-LinX® Security Privacy and system security
• Storage systems are sophisticated and complex systems.
Undesired access or even tampering must be prevented not
only for liability-related or privacy reasons
• Big-LinX Security with smart card technology offers high and
recognised security standards on the basis of copy-proof
hardware certificates, like those used in bank and mobile
phone cards
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System arrangements and applications

Industrial & Infrastructure storage solutions System arrangements and energy apps
StoraXe® storage solutions for Industrial & Infrastructure are optimised for use
in the following applications and scenarios. The specially developed tool Big-LinX®
Simulation facilitates the simple design and simulation of your application. With
the aid of the ADS-TEC energy apps, processes can be prioritised and logically controlled.

Public
Grid

Application 1 Storage as grid component
Connection of the storage to the private grid.
Storage serves to:
• Stabilise load profiles
• Cover peaks
• Limit the power consumption from the public grid
• Grid service (primary / secondary control power)
• Local storage (power bank)

Private

Available energy apps:

Public
Grid

Application 2 Storage with PV system
Connection of the storage to the private grid
incl. DC-coupled PV system.
Storage serves to:
• Stabilise load profiles
• Cover peaks
• Limit the power consumption from the public grid
• Limit the feed-in power
• Optimise personal consumption

Private

Available energy apps:

Caption

Bidirectional
counter

bidirectional
AC/DC

Electric
car

Solar
inverter

ADS-TEC
battery

PV
module

Load
Grid /
profile /
supplier
consumption

Combined
heat and
power unit

Fuel
cell

Wind
power

Charging
column

Switch

Uninterruptible
power supply

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure Applications

Public
Grid
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Application 3 Storage with PV system and UPS
Like application 2 with the additional function
of an online UPS.

Private

Available energy apps:

Public
Grid

Application 4 Hybrid power plant
Interconnection of various producer structures
on a shared high-voltage DC bus.

Private

Available energy apps:

Public
Grid

StoraXe PowerBooster
®

Reduced
network
connection power

SRC

High
charging
power

Energy apps For optimum control of your particular application

Limiting of
feed-in

Limiting of
connection

Isolated /
emergency
power

Uninterruptible
Private
consumption power supply

Application 5 Quick charging stations
Utilise high charging capacity despite limited
network capacity. Fill up with cheap energy
with low capacity and systematically output at
high capacity.
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StoraXe References
Application examples successfully in use
®

Storage systems in use Exemplary and prize-winning storage systems
StoraXe® systems from ADS-TEC have already been proven in use many times over and support
the energy system of the future in various application areas. As a pioneer in the field of storage
systems, the company welcomes the growing possibilities for global storage system integration.

Multi-MW battery storage system Grid service for frequency regulation
ADS-TEC is the developer and supplier of the first non-subsidised large-scale battery in Germany,
consisting of three containers for more than 3 MW of primary balancing power. In this pioneering project,
ADS-TEC is the turnkey supplier for three regulating units including control, firewall and system integration.

Isolated power Investment in the future
An isolated power plant is transformed into a hybrid power plant with a StoraXe battery storage system
from ADS-TEC. The multi-MWh large-scale battery is housed in its own hall constructed for just this
purpose and forms one of the key components of the off-grid plant. Far away from any conventional power
generation, optimised ecological power production is also possible with volatile production units.

Microgrid Smart energy far from power supply networks
In a mobile, 20-foot container, ADS-TEC delivers a 150 kW
StoraXe battery storage system including control for a
hybrid system consisting of wind, solar, diesel and battery
to Lithuania. In combination with regenerative production
plants, it is possible to effectively forego the use of fossil
fuels and realise a stable and intelligent power supply for
a smaller microgrid unit far from the public grid.

Energy Storage Industrial & Infrastructure References

New housing estate Strong together
A new housing estate in Weinsberg obtains a large part of its power and heating needs from photovoltaic energy.
23 homes, 145 kW of photovoltaic power, one central ADS-TEC battery storage system and several thermal
storage systems: The pilot project impressively demonstrates that supplying all energy requirements from
photovoltaic sources alone is already possible in residential areas. In 2015,  Weinsberg received the »Smart
Grids Quartier Award«. Current evaluations have confirmed the high self-sufficiency rate of up to 97%.

Power bank The bank account for your power
In the 100 kWh »Strombank« (power bank) district storage system, 18 households and commercial operations can call up their daily power production and consumption in an Internet portal.
ADS-TEC supplies the lithium-ion battery storage system as a compact container solution and
the Strombank app for the bank account of one’s own power. The Strombank is the winner of
the »2016 Stadtwerke-Award«, an award presented by a German association of public utilities.

Networks, associations and research Multifaceted involvement
• For many years, ADS-TEC has been engaged in networks and associations that are involved in intensive
and precompetitive activities over the entire value chain of lithium-ion battery systems
• Universities, institutes and research facilities are involved as are renowned specialist from the areas of
basic materials, component development, production, testing, certification, use, market design,
risk analysis and disposal

StoREgio
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Company headquarters (above) in Nürtingen near Stuttgart, production site in Wilsdruff near Dresden
ADS-TEC GmbH A strong partner
• Family-run company with more than 35 years of experience in system development
• 100% depth of development
• Many years of experience with lithium-ion batteries
• In-house laboratory and testing facilities
• Leading technology and current standards
• Highest safety standards  / International certifications
• Modern processes for Development, Supply Chain Management, Production and Services
• Involvement in industry networks and associations along the entire value chain for
lithium-ion battery systems
• Partner in numerous research projects funded by German federal and regional authorities
Technology 100 % made in Germany
StoraXe® We would be happy to advise you
• Individual design and planning of the system by ADS-TEC specialists
• Speak with us – together we can specify your solution
StoraXe® Home & Small Business Storage solutions in compact design
• You can find our products and services for storage capacities of up to 28 kWh in the
Home & Small Business area
• Visit us at www.ads-tec.de/energy-storage/home-small-business

StoREgio

ADS-TEC GmbH
Heinrich-Hertz-Straße 1
D-72622 Nürtingen
Phone +49 70 22 25 22-201
Fax
+49 70 22 25 22-406
energy-storage@ads-tec.de
www.ads-tec.de

